Collections
OnRule’s self-serving Collections presents timely, view-only, and secured visibility of
the compliance records to stakeholders, enabling better time-to-market and timeto-revenue, resulting into higher customer satisfaction and productivity gain.
Background: Throughout the value chain, sharing the information regarding the
status of the product regulatory compliance is important to stakeholders: the legal
and marketing groups require these documents before authorizing a product ‘golive’; sales group needs it to present as a proof to the customers; distributors need it
before they can formally start selling the product in a market; shipping needs the
mandatory compliance documents & labels to be shipped along with the product.
Problem Statement: Having an accurate visibility of the status of the product
regulatory compliance for a product-market mix is critically important to many
stakeholders – from program management, legal, marketing, sales, distributors,
shipping & logistics, etc. Additionally, for Global Market Access a visibility and access
of the core compliance documents is required as an important collateral.
Today, the compliance teams spend many hours manually fulfilling the requests for
information (sometimes repeated) from various constituencies and stakeholders.
This administrative task takes important time away from their limited hours.
The owners of the compliance records must ensure that the stakeholders receive only
the relevant information, and that they could not alter the documents.
Our Solution: Provide instant, secured & view-only access of the compliance
information; create a self-serve model:
• Automate service requests to
provide visibility to stakeholders
• Instant creation of view-only
collections
• Compliance status by products &
markets
• Secured access to a person or
group of people
• An expiration legend gives a bird’s-eye-view of expirations
• A bar graph provides a visibility of the upcoming expirations up to 24 months
• A geo graphs shows countries where compliance records are not expired
•
As records are updated, the relevant collections automatically get updated
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